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Matching Parton Showers 
and Matrix elements 



  

Objective

 I am using Alpgen for the generation of Z + upto 
1jet. 

 In this talk I will present my understanding  of the 
important Alpgen parameters which control the 
generation and determines the cross section 
calculation for its generation.

 In the next few slides I'll tell why I am using 
Alpgen and not pythia for the generation of jets.



  

Pythia

 Pythia generates 2->2 processes.
 To generate jets, pythia performs ISR and FSR i.e. It 

performs parton showering.
 So pythia can generate only soft jets.
 This description is not adequate for jets produced in hadron 

collisions



  

Matrix element vs. Parton Shower

 In real experiments one observes:
 Hard jets as well as soft emissions or soft jets.
 Matrix Element approach is well for hard jets i.e. well 

separated jets else it can lead to some collinear/soft 
singularities for soft emissions while Parton Shower 
approach is best suited for soft emissions 

 The above objective is achieved by various generators like 
SHERPA, ALPGEN.

 So thats why I use Alpgen for my process.



  

Important Parameters used for the generation of Z
+1jet using Alpgen 

 Suppose one wants to study a process with alpgen up to 
1jet in the final state.

 Steps to achieve this:
 (a) Generate 0jet events with Alpgen keeping in mind a 

very important parameter ickkw is set = 1. This is important 
for Jet parton Matching while showering through pythia. Jet parton Matching while showering through pythia. 
Else it can lead to Double counting.Else it can lead to Double counting.



  

Continued...

 (b) Then shower the 0jet generated events with pythia (or 
herwig) keeping in mind certain important parameters input 
to pythia:

 MSTP(143) = 1 ! to call matching routine in Alpgen
 Ixpar(2)       = 1 ! exclusive generation of events.
 Rxpar(1)      = 20 ! min Et-clus
 Rxpar(2)      = 0.7 ! deltaR-clus



  

Continued...

 (c) After that generate 1jet events from Alpgen again 
keeping in mind that ickkw is set = 1.

 (d) Then shower the generated events with pythia (or 
herwig) with the following input parameters to pythia:

 MSTP(143) = 1 ! to call matching routine in Alpgen
 Ixpar(2)       = 0 ! inclusive generation of events.
 Rxpar(1)      = 20 ! min Et-clus
 Rxpar(2)      = 0.7 ! deltaR-clus



  

continued...

 (e) Then add the final 0jet and 1jet events together to get 
the inclusive 1jet events.

 Now in the next few slides we'll see why are we doing that!



  

Explanation

 When Alpgen is asked to generate 0 jet events then it 
calculates the matrix element of the corresponding process 
with no quark in the final state.

 When Alpgen is asked to generate 1jet process then it 
takes into account the following processes:

 (a) zero quark in the final state but a hard gluon attached to 
one of the initial quark which when passed through pythia 
gives rise to a 1jet event&

 (b) One hard quark in the final state which when showered 
with pythia gives rise to 1jet event ... and thats what exactly 
contributes to one jet event in real experiments.



  

          fig.(a)
No hard quark in the 
final state but a hard 
gluon in the initial state 
which gives rise to a 
jet. 

        
         fig.(b)
A hard quark in the 
final state which gives 
rise to a jet. 

Contribution to 1 jet process



  

Continued...

 Now the addition of 0jet events to 1jet events can lead to 
the problem of double counting because:

 When 0jet events are showered with pythia, hard 
showering can occur which can look exactly like the event 
(a) of the previous slide i.e. it can also look like a separate 
hard jet. 



  

Jet-parton matching

 And now if 0jet and 1jet events are added such an event is 
counted twice (double counting).

 To avoid double counting,in different generators different 
matching scheme is followed. 

 In SHERPA, CKKW matching scheme is followed while in 
Alpgen, MLM prescription is used. 

 In the next few slides I'll discuss about the MLM matching 
procedure. 



  

Different jet configurations

 I have already shown in the generation of upto 
1jet events different jet configurations. 

 Just to revise that once a given (N+1)-jet event 
can be obtained in two ways:

 From collinear/soft-radiation evolution of an 
appropriate (N+1)-parton final state, or

 From an N-parton configuration where hard, 
large-angle emission during its evolution leads to 
the extra jet. 



  

Lets take an example…

 Suppose we observe in our detector a final state of 
two jets. This final state of two jets can come in 
two ways:

or

 where the first figure corresponds to two 
hard parton final state and the second 
corresponds to one hard parton final state 
with hard, large-angle emissions. Though 
these two are different but we won’t be able 
to distinguish between the two in the detector.



  

A slide from “A review of MLM's prescrition for removal of double counting” given 
by Michelangelo Mangano on 2nd June, 2004.



  

A slide from “A review of MLM's prescription for removal of double counting” given by Michelangelo Mangano on 2nd June, 2004.



  

Explanation of various parameters in 
Alpgen...



  

ickkw

 ickkw which is set to 1 while generating events with Alpgen 
because its a switch to tell pythia that jet parton matching 
has to be performed else double counting would take place 
if this parameter is set = 0.



  

Ixpar(2) = 1

 This parameter is set to 1 in pythia.cfg file for exclusive 
generation of 0jet events. This setting tells pythia to 
generate jets exclusively i.e. to generate as many jets as 
there are final state matrix element partons where each jet 
is matched with the matrix element parton. 





  

Ixpar(2) = 0

 This parameter is set to 0 in pythia.cfg file for generation of 
inclusive 1jet events. This setting tells pythia to generate 
jets inclusively i.e. even if the number of jets is greater than 
the number of matched partons, the event will be kept.





  

Rxpar(1) (min Et_clus) & Rxpar(2) 
(deltaR_clus)

 To avoid double counting, jet parton matching is done. So 
to match a jet with a parton an internal jet reconstruction 
algorithm is run by pythia which requires two parameters 
for the reconstruction. 

 The internal algorithm is the cone jet algorithm and these 
two quantities are the parameters of this algorithm.

 Only when a jet is reconstructed using these two 
parameters, jet parton matching is done. 

 For each parton, a jet with min. R(j-parton) is selected.

 If R(j-parton) < Rxpar(2) for that parton and jet, then the 
jet is said to be matched with the parton. A jet can only be 
matched to a single parton. 



  

Recipe for generating upto      (N+1) jet 
events

1. Generate 0,1,2,.....(N+1) jet events with Alpgen keeping in 
mind that ickkw is set = 1.

2. Shower 0,1,2,....N jet events with pythia with Ixpar(2) set 
equal to 1 (exclusive generation).

3. Shower (N+1) jet events with pythia with Ixpar(2) set equal 
to zero (inclusive generation).

4. Add the events generated in step 2 & 3 to get upto  (N+1) 
jet events.

● Remember to set the values of the parameters: Rxpar(1) 
and Rxpar(2) which are essential for jet parton matching.



  

Some numbers... 

 After showering with pythia, the cross-section reported by it 
is given by:                                                                             
                 

Pythia
 (jet-parton matching efficiency)*

Alpgen
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An alternative proposal
                                    M.L. Mangano, FNAL MC Workshop, October 2002
 • generate event sample (pT > pT min ∆R > ∆Rmin
 • shower the event and reconstruct particle clusters (jets) with a
   cone algorithm
   – Note: these clusters are just a computational device to define
      the sample. they don’t need to coincide with “experimental” jet
 • define the matching of a parton (LO matrix element) and a
   cluster as follows: a parton matches a cluster if the separation
   ∆R between the parton and the cluster is smaller than ∆R (an 
    arbitrary fxed quantity ∆R  ∆Rmin∼
 • reject the event if more than one parton match the same cluster
   or if a parton doesn’t match any cluster

 A slide from INFN workshop on “Monte Carlo, fisica e simulazione di eventi per LHC”, 21-23 
May, Frascati,2006

MLM matching



  

To understand the next example(Doubtful)

A slide from INFN workshop on “Monte Carlo, fisica e simulazione di eventi per LHC”, 21-23 May, Frascati,2006



   A slide from INFN workshop on “Monte Carlo, fisica e simulazione di eventi per LHC”, 21-23 May, Frascati,2006



  

Input parameters to Alpgen for Z 
process

 Nz   = 1
 Nph = 1
 Ptphmin. =10.0
 Etaphmax = 2.5
 Ickkw = 1
 Qopt = 1 => Q=sqrt(sum(mV)^2 + sum(pt_photons^2 

+ pt_jets^2)
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Input Parameters to Pythia for Z

 MSTJ(11) = 3 (choice of fragmentation function)

 MSTP(143) = 1 (call the matching routine in Alpgen)

 IXpar(2) = 0 (exclusive) production

 RXpar(1) = 20 (minET(CLUS))

 RXpar(2) = 0.7 (deltaR(CLUS))

 Conditions to Filter:

 (a) Only z->ee events are selected

 (b) min. pt of electrons = 10.0

 (c) || < 2.5
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Input Parameters to Alpgen for ZGamma
+1jet

 Nz = 1

 Nph = 1

 Njets = 1

 Ptphmin = 10.0

 Etaphmin = 2.5

 Ickkw = 1

 quopt 3 => Q = shat

 Cluopt = 1 (kperp proportional to pt for clustering)

 Ptjmin = 20 (light jets)

 Etajmax = 2.5 (max|eta| for light jets)

 Drphjmin = 0.6999 (min. deltaR bet. Photons & light jets)

 Drphmin = 0.6999 (min. deltaR bet. photons)
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Input Parameters to Pythia for ZGamma
+1jet

 MSTJ(11) = 3 (choice of fragmentation function)

 MSTP(143) = 1 (call the matching routine in Alpgen)

 IXpar(2) = 1 (inclusive) production

 RXpar(1) = 20 (minET(CLUS))

 RXpar(2) = 0.7 (deltaR(CLUS))

 Conditions to Filter:

 (a) Only z->ee events are selected

 (b) min. pt of electrons = 10.0

 (c) || < 2.5

 Input Parameters to IterativeConeJet Algorithm:

 (a) Coneradius = 0.7

 (b) SeedThreshold = 20.0
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(Doubtful)

 Two extreme approaches to simulating multi-jets are 
as follows.

 One can use the corresponding matrix elements, 
which are available at leading, or in a few cases 
next-to-leading, order in 

s
 , with bare partons 

representing jets.
 Alternatively one can use the parton model to 

generate the simplest possible final state and 
produce additional jets by parton showering.



  



  

 MSTJ(11) = 3 (choice of fragmentation function)
 MSTP(143) = 1 (call the matching routine in Alpgen)



  

Obstacle… (doubtful)

 The main obstacle is the existence of several 
hard scales, like the jet transverse energies 
and dijet invariant masses, which for generic 
multijet event will span a wide range.

 This makes it difficult to unambiguously 
separate the components of the event which 
belong to the “hard process” ( to be 
calculated using a multiparton amplitude) 
from those developing during its 
evolution( described by the parton shower). 



  

Matching scheme…

 So in the previous example, a dijet state can be 
obtained in two ways. Each way has some 
probability.  

 A factorization prescription or a matching scheme 
defines, on an event-by-event basis, which of the 
two paths should be followed.

 Since a particular (N+1) jet event can come only 
from one of the two ways and not both, the 
primary goal of a matching scheme is therefore to 
avoid double counting (by preventing some events 
to appear twice, one for each path), as well as 
dead regions (by ensuring that each configuration 
is generated by at least one of the allowed paths)



  

MLM Procedure

 In Alpgen MLM prescription is followed to avoid the issue of 
double counting which is given on the next slide...



  

Requirements to achieve this objective

 To achieve this, our calculation need to describe as 
accurately as possible both the full matrix 
elements for the underlying hard process, as well 
as the subsequent development of the hard 
partons into jets of hadrons.

 For the complex final state topologies we are 
interested in, no factorization theorem exists 
however to rigorously separate these two 
components, providing a constructive algorithm for 
the implementation of such separation. 


